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Rape Investigation HandbookAcademic Press, 2004
"This book is easy to read and follows a logical progression from the initial call to the courts. Anyone involved in dealing with sexual assault cases in any capacity would benefit from having this book in their library of reference texts." - www.crimeandclues.com     

       An unprecedented collaborative work -- the first...
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Installing and Administering Linux, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An indispensable working resource for IT professionals moving to Linux-based network systems
More and more companies are now using Linux as their server operating system of choice. That’s because the costs are lower, there’s a greater amount of flexibility, and the code is much more reliable. As a result, there is a bigger demand...
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PHP for the World Wide Web, Third Edition (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2008
With PHP for the World Wide Web, Third Edition: Visual QuickStart Guide, readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language, or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. This task-based visual reference guide uses step-by-step instructions and plenty of screenshots to teach beginning...
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Biocommunication and Natural Genome EditingSpringer, 2009
This is the first uniform description of all key levels of communication in the organismic kingdoms of plants, fungi, animals and bacteria based on the most recent empirical data. Biocommunication occurs on three levels (A) intraorganismic, i.e. intra- and intercellular, (B) interorganismic, between the same or related species and (C)...
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The Verilog® Hardware Description LanguageSpringer, 2002

	The Verilog language is a hardware description language that provides a means of specifying a digital system at a wide range of levels of abstraction. The language supports the early conceptual stages of design with its behavioral level of abstraction, and the later implementation stages with its structural abstractions. The language includes...
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Handbook of Natural Language Processing, Second EditionCRC Press, 2010

	As the title of this book suggests, it is an update of the first edition of the Handbook of Natural Language
	Processing which was edited by Robert Dale, Hermann Moisl, and Harold Somers and published in the
	year 2000. The vigorous growth of new methods in Natural Language Processing (henceforth, NLP) since
	then, strongly suggested that...
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Oracle9i MobileMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	The idea of writing this book came to us one afternoon when we were discussing
	building mobile applications. We marveled about the lack of reference materials
	and books that would go beyond WAP and single channel wireless publishing.
	Jeremy Judson of McGraw-Hill/ Osborne encouraged us to share what we know
	best: how to build mobile...
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The Mathematica Book, Fifth EditionWolfram Media, 2003

	As both a highly readable tutorial and a definitive reference for over a million Mathematica users worldwide, this book covers every aspect of Mathematica. It is an essential resource for all users of Mathematica from beginners to experts. This expanded fifth edition presents Mathematica Version 5 for the first time and is important for...
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Learning Python with Raspberry PiJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The must-have companion guide to the Raspberry Pi User Guide!


	Raspberry Pi chose Python as its teaching language of choice to encourage a new generation of programmers to learn how to program. This approachable book serves as an ideal resource for anyone wanting to use Raspberry Pi to learn to program and helps you get...
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Beginning Programming with Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A practical introduction to programming with Java


	Beginning Programming with Java For Dummies, 4th Edition is a comprehensive guide to learning one of the most popular programming languages worldwide. This book covers basic development concepts and techniques through a Java lens. You'll learn what goes...
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Head First Ruby: A Brain-Friendly GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What will you learn from this book?

	
		What’s all the buzz about this Ruby language? Is it right for you? Well, ask yourself: are you tired of all those extra declarations, keywords, and compilation steps in your other language? Do you want to be a more productive programmer? Then you’ll love Ruby. With...
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The Syntax and Semantics of Noun Modifiers and the Theory of Universal Grammar: A Korean Perspective (Studies in Natural Language and Linguistic Theory (96))Springer, 2019

	This book takes Korean as a basis to provide a detailed universal Determiner Phrase (DP) structure. Adnominal adjectival expressions are apparently optional noun dependents but their syntax and semantics have been shown to provide an important window on the internal structure of DP. By carefully examining data from Korean, an understudied...
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